The role of antioxidants and antioxidant-related enzymes in protective responses to environmentally induced oxidative stress.
In aerobic organisms, oxygen is essential for efficient energy production but paradoxically, produces chronic toxic stress in cells. Diverse protective systems must exist to enable adaptation to oxidative environments. Oxidative stress (OS) results when production of reactive oxidative species (ROS) exceeds the capacity of cellular antioxidant defenses to remove these toxic species. Epidemiological and clinical studies have linked environmental factors such as diet and lifestyle to cancer, diabetes, atherosclerosis, and neurodegenerative disorders. All of these conditions, as well as the aging process, are associated with OS due to elevation of ROS or insufficient ROS detoxification. Many environmental pollutants engage signaling pathways that are activated in response to OS. The same sequences of events are also associated with the etiology and early pathology of many chronic diseases. Investigations of oxidative responses in different in vivo models suggest that, in complex organisms such as mammals, organs and tissues contain distinct antioxidant systems, and this may form the basis for differential susceptibility to environmental toxic agents Thus, understanding the pathways leading to the induction of antioxidant responses will enable development of strategies to protect against oxidative damage. We shall review evidence of organ-specific antioxidant responses elicited by environmental pollutants in humans and animal models.